
CASE STUDY

Brazilian Real Estate Agency A/B Tests Simpli�ed Search
To Generate 57% More Leads

57%
FORM SUBMISSIONS

INDUSTRY
Professional Services

COMPANY SIZE
51–200 employees

LOCATION
Belo Horizonte, Brazil

CAPABILITIES USED
Split URL Testing

VWO and Casa Mineira

Casa Mineira is a real estate company operating in Belo Horizonte, one of Brazil’s largest cities. In
addition to a network of 8 physical of�ces spread across the city, the company also attracts leads
through its website.

The company hired Supersonic, a Conversion Optimization consultancy in Brazil, to increase the number
of leads generated by its website and improve conversions.

Objective

The objective of this test campaign was to identify the easiest search options for users thereby
increasing the number of leads generated by the website. The conversion goal that was tracked in VWO
was the number of emails collected (leads generated).

Solution

The original home page of the website had a neat and somewhat minimalist design above the fold. The
headline, pointing toward a search box, asked people to �nd a property in Belo Horizonte. This is what
control looked like:

To understand the behaviors and expectations of visitors to the site, Supersonic conducted email
surveys, gathered onsite feedback (by using Qualaroo) and used exit surveys.

One observation that came out prominently from these was that visitors wanted to perform their search
quickly and easily.

Rafael at Supersonic decided to test a variation to assess the effect it will have on conversions.

The hypothesis was that giving users clear choices would increase the usability of the search box. In turn,
this would lead to more people leaving their email ids in the form for one of Casa Mineira’s brokers to
contact them.

Accordingly, the standard search box was replaced with 2 boxes containing drop-down menus. The �rst
box had a drop-down list of apartment types; the second box had a list of locations to choose from.
Since Casa Mineira operated only in one city, all major locations could be easily covered through a drop-
down menu.

This is what variation looked like:

The new search bar was tested using VWO. A split URL test was set up, and close to 7,500 visitors became
a part of the test.

Result: The variation outperformed the original home page and got the company 57.25% increase in form
submissions, thus generating more leads.

Conclusion

As conversion optimization experts, we are just as interested in �guring out why the variation worked. In
this case, why did the Search Box with drop-down menus win? There are 2 likely reasons:

The drop-down search gave visitors a clear path of action: With a standard search box, the visitors
had to be sure about what they were looking for. As the scope of a standard search box is limitless,
they could type anything to describe what they were looking for. The drop-down search boxes covered
all major locations and apartment types for the visitors, who had to select only what they were
looking for from the list. This meant users had to think less about what to type in; it also eliminated
the instances of typos and errors that could have led to “no matching listings”.

The drop-down made it possible for visitors to search for various combinations of apartment types
and locations: In the original search where visitors had to type keywords, there was no clarity if users
could type multiple locations at one time and how the search would respond if they wanted to look
for more than one type of apartment in different locations. In the variation, visitors could select
multiple locations and apartment types in one search. By offering users a set of prede�ned choices,
Casa Mineira ensured that visitors could de�ne their expectations clearly. This would help Casa
Mineira offer more close matches with what visitors wanted, thus obtaining more and better-quali�ed
leads.
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